
ELSA in Portsmouth receives the National ELSA Quality Mark 

We are pleased to announce that the ELSA project in Portsmouth has recently 
been awarded the ELSA Quality Mark. This recognises the high standard we  

provide in the planning, delivery and evaluation of ELSA training and  
supervision.  

Julia Katherine, Head of Inclusion has said: 
“ELSAs play an important role in the  

education system in Portsmouth, enabling  

children to manage their emotions so that they 
are better able to learn. The work ELSAs do is 
especially vital in this post-Covid world, where 

we have recognised more than ever the  
importance of emotional literacy and wellbeing 
in enabling us to cope with an uncertain world. 

They are helping children and young people in 
Portsmouth to 'bounce back' from the  

difficulties many of them faced during the  

pandemic and to move forward with hope” 

Navy deployments and the impact on children/young people  

You may have heard on the local news recently that aircraft carrier HMS Queen 
Elizabeth and the Carrier Strike Group have recently left Portsmouth. This is a large 
Navy Deployment involving approximately 3000 personnel. In Portsmouth we have 
approximately 1000 service children in our schools and schools receive a service 
pupil premium for each service child that they have.  If you don't already know, find 
out who your service children are. Discuss with your SENCo or Inclusion 
Manager to consider how best to support these students. We will also be  

discussing this topic further in ELSA supervision sessions.  

If schools want any support, guidance or resources (see below) they can also contact 
Alex Watts (Alex.Watts@aggies.org.uk) who helps to run Pompey's Military Kids 
(PMK), a support network for schools. PMK offers support via a schools Cluster 
Group as well as offering a range of activities such as termly trips or events for children, 
an annual service children sports day and opportunities to try out sailing supported by 
the Boleh Trust and others.  
Experience of parental absence in Royal Navy & Royal Marine families 
Emotional cycle of deployment 

ELSA training went online for 2020! 

We were determined to be able to still provide ELSA training to those who 
wanted it, despite the pandemic. Therefore we delivered 8 online afternoon 
workshops where we were able to cover the full range of topics as well as 
providing the trainees with additional activities or reading between each 
session. We had 17 attend from 12 schools across Portsmouth. We would 
like to say huge congratulations to this cohort who got through their  
training in a difficult year and showed patience in the face of technical  
issues. A special mention should go to Caitriona Scully, who kept on going with training even when a leg 
fell off her desk!  
For those experienced ELSAs out there, if you know of anyone who has trained in the last year, please 
reach out, offer your support and let them have a look into your resources cupboard, box or bag - I am 
sure they would really appreciate it! We can't wait to meet them all in person when face-to-face  
supervision resumes.  

 

Emotional Literacy Support Assistants - an educational psychology-led intervention 
for promoting the emotional wellbeing of children and young people  

mailto:Alex.Watts@aggies.org.uk
https://www.portsmoutheducationpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Parental-Absence-Resource.pdf
https://www.portsmoutheducationpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Emotional-cycle-of-deployment.pdf


ELSA training in Autumn 2021 

We are really looking forward to being able to provide ELSA training 
again this Autumn and are very much hoping this will return to being  

face-to-face.  The training will be running from September 2021 over 6  
separate training days at the Training & Learning Centre, The  

Portsmouth Academy at a cost of £480 per delegate.  Further information 
is provided in the attached leaflet and booking is through The Portsmouth 
Learning Gateway (Course code SCH/21/22) or contact Philippa Wilson  

philippa.wilson@portsmouthcc.gov.uk. 

ELSA work during the pandemic  

We know that lots of you have had a very challenging and topsy-
turvy year where plans have repeatedly changed and then changed 
again but we wanted to say huge congratulations for getting 
through this year. We know some of you have been shielding at 
home and delivering online ELSA sessions, some of you have had 
your roles changed where you have been supporting children in 
class and many of you have spent more time supporting children 
and families due to safeguarding concerns.  

On top of all this, ELSA supervision has also been online. Through discussions in supervision groups 
over the past few months we know that many of you are keen to return to supervision face-to-face and 
we completely agree. Whilst we have all made the best of supervision online and it has meant that we 
haven’t all had to travel, we know that the ability to share resources and to support each other will be 
easier in person. And of course we have all missed the biscuits and cake! Presuming that infection levels 
continue to improve or remain low we plan to deliver all ELSA supervision face-to-face from the Autumn 
term and your EP supervisor will discuss this with you in your next supervision session.  

The benefits of Lego Therapy by Mandy Childs (College Park Infant) 

“As a Lego Therapist and passionate about the benefits of Lego 
Therapy I looked to find new ways of engaging all children in 
the positives of Lego Therapy. This wasn’t just a time for  
children with ASD or speech and communication difficulties.  All 
children needed and deserved the security, belonging and  
success that activities in Lego Therapy can bring. It gave  
families the opportunity to work together in a positive way. 
 
With this in mind, each week with the home learning, I set a 
Lego challenge. The first one was to make a Lego Rainbow and display it in their front windows.  Mine is 
proudly displayed in my window.  The happiness it gave me, whilst walking my dog around the area, to 
see these rainbows cheered me immensely. 
 
During the second lockdown our learning platform allowed us to make blogs.  Mine, of course, was all 
about Lego.  Again each week I set a challenge and children could send in photos of their build to the 
blog, and each week the children and their families rose to the challenge. Challenges reflected their  
topics and home learning and included creating their own mini beast, a rescue boat, Treasure Island and 
College Park tree.  
 
A master builder was chosen each week by a different member of staff .  This made the whole  
experience  totally inclusive and inspiring for everyone.  Along with the challenge each week I would give 
them fun Lego facts and we even shared Lego jokes.  There was a huge uptake of families engaging 
with this Lego blog and something that I was extremely proud of”. 
 
The Educational Psychology Team are running new Lego Therapy training in October/November 2021 
however it is currently over-subscribed due to the limited numbers we can accommodate at our venue in 
light of Covid restrictions (although this may change at a later date). If, however, you would like to put 
your name on the waiting list for the next course please contact Philippa Wilson  
philippa.wilson@portsmouthcc.gov.uk.   

https://www.portsmoutheducationpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ELSA-Training-2021-A4-leaflet.pdf
mailto:philippa.wilson@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
mailto:philippa.wilson@portsmouthcc.gov.uk


                  Information from School Library Service   

We wanted to inform all our subscribing schools that as we return to a new normal, 
we are still here to support you with resources, advice and guidance. We can be con-
tacted at school.library@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or 02392 326612.  

As children return we understand there will be uncertainty about the future and you 
may need particular books to support your children with situations that have arisen 
during the lockdown.  Please see the information sheet for resources we can offer. 

 
What children say about their ELSAs……. 

We hope you have enjoyed this Newsletter and hope to make this a regular feature!   
If you wish to make any comments about the content, suggest items you would like to see in 

another issue or, if you are an ELSA, share your experiences / ideas then please email 
Philippa.wilson@portsmouthcc.gov.uk.   

Thank you! 
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